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Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessor High Performance ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Authors Jim Jeffers and James Reinders spent two years helping educate customers about the prototype and pre-production hardware before Intel introduced the first Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. They have distilled their own experiences coupled with insights from many expert customers, Intel Field Engineers, Application Engineers and Technical...
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Fundamentals of Digital Image Processing: A Practical Approach with Examples in MatlabJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This is an introductory to intermediate level text on the scienceof image processing, which employs the Matlab programming languageto illustrate some of the elementary, key concepts in modern imageprocessing and pattern recognition. The approach taken isessentially practical and the book offers a framework within whichthe concepts can be...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Uncertainty and Intelligent Information SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
Intelligent systems are necessary to handle modern computer-based technologies managing information and knowledge. This book discusses the theories required to help provide solutions to difficult problems in the construction of intelligent systems. Particular attention is paid to situations in which the available information and data may be...
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Colour Atlas and Textbook of Human Anatomy: Nervous System and Sensory Organs v. 3Thieme Medical Publishers, 2002

	The number of students aswell as colleagues in the field who have learned neuroanatomy according to volume 3 of the color atlas has been steadily increasing. Kahle’s textbook has proved its worth. What should one do after taking on the job of carrying on with this text book, other than leaving as much as possible as it is? However, the...
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Computer Systems: A Programmer's Perspective (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	
		This book (CS:APP) is for computer scientists, computer engineers, and others

	
		who want to be able to write better programs by learning what is going on “under
	
		the hood” of a computer system.
	


	
		Our aim is to explain the enduring concepts underlying all...
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Java Performance CompanionAddison Wesley, 2016

	Java® Performance Companion  shows how to systematically and proactively improve Java performance with today’s advanced multicore hardware and complex operating system environments.


	 


	The authors, who are all leading Java performance...
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Schizophrenia: A New Guide for Clinicians (Medical Psychiatry Series)CRC Press, 2002

	Contains guidelines and recommendations-in tabular form for quick reference-on patient evaluation and optimal treatment for long-term care!

	

	Based on evidence from recent systematic clinical research studies, this comprehensive reference provides the latest information on the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of...
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The Story of Silver: How the White Metal Shaped America and the Modern WorldPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How silver influenced two hundred years of world history, and why it matters today

		

		This is the story of silver’s transformation from soft money during the nineteenth century to hard asset today, and how manipulations of the white metal by American president Franklin D. Roosevelt during the 1930s and by...
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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CSS Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
With the latest generation of modern browsers expanding support for CSS 3, it is an exciting time in the CSS world. Featuring ten ready-to-use projects on the book's CD-ROM, this helpful reference dives into working code so you can rapidly master the increasingly diverse applications web designers can use with CSS, including some that previously...
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Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A systematic introduction to partial differential equations and modern finite element methods for their efficient numerical solution
    Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element Method provides a much-needed, clear, and systematic introduction to modern theory of partial differential equations (PDEs) and...
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